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Lesson Four 
 
 
Layer 4: Emotional Voice 
 
Last week we explored the key elements to understanding your character, and thus, intimately 
knowing their perspective on life and how every action is influenced by their flaws, goals, and 
motives.  
 
This lesson takes this a step further as we explore ways we can continue to deepen the character’s 
voice on the page.  
 
Another way to think of Deep POV is to think of it as Emotional Depth. This level of POV is truly 
emotional and exploring the emotions of our character is a huge aspect of Deep POV.  
 
Next lesson we will dive into Show Don’t Tell in how it applies to Deep POV, but this lesson is 
almost a precursor to that, because here we will explore the emotional layers involved in Deep POV. 
There will be a lot of overlap with Show Don’t Tell, but I’ve found there is a lot of baggage writers 
tend to have when they hear that phrase, so I want to start you off looking at this through a different 
frame.  
 
When I say emotional layers, I don’t mean just pure feelings. I mean the levels of depth that create 
a journey readers will be invested in.  
 
Thoughts — Raw, internal thoughts that go through the character’s head at any given time 
(typically in reaction).  
 
Feelings — The sensations related to the emotion of a character. Does their heart race every time 
they are excited? Do they get goosebumps when they are on alert? When their sensations (how we 
“show” their reactions) consistently connect to certain thoughts, we begin to develop a higher sense 
of Emotional Depth.  
 
Actions — What the character does when their thoughts and feelings pair up. As we layer the two 
elements above with the character’s action, we show how a character emotionally responds to 
something. Do they confront issues? Do they shy away? Are they the avoid or run type of person? 
How do they outwardly express their emotions? By now we’ve seen what they think, we know what 
is running through their body, so the final layer is how they put these feelings all together through 
what they’ll do about it.  
 
When we write, it’s easy to focus on the things our character witnesses. In Lesson One, there were 
quite a few passages that the class shared that seemed to have the elements of Deep POV, but 
ultimately the passages were missing one major thing: emotion.  
 
Telling readers what happens through one perspective is not the same as allowing readers to feel 
what happens.  
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I noticed several of you pointed out how adding more Show Don’t Tell elements into those passages 
would help deepen the POV. But, to dive into that further—do you understand the WHY behind 
that reasoning?  
 
That’s what this lesson is all about. Understanding why when we lack emotional depth in a 
point of view, we lack connection, and thus, the POV is still very surface level.  
 
I’m sure you’ve met someone in life who, after speaking with for some time, you might think, “You 
know, that Alex is just not that deep.” Sorry, Alex’s (I wanted to go gender neutral there). These 
people in life and on the page seem very 2D. (In real life, I’m betting that person actually is deep and 
that’s just a front…but that’s a discussion for another career). When you think of your character, I 
know that you see them in many facets of life, with personality—and after last lesson—with goals, 
motives, stakes, and fears/flaws. Conveying all of what you know of your character on to the page is 
not easy. You have to take yourself, the author, out of the equation completely.  
 
That sounds crazy right? You’re the creator of this world after all! But consider when we see an 
amazing actor perform, like Meryl Streep for example. She makes it so easy to see her as the 
character on the screen and nothing else. Although we are aware it’s Meryl Streep, we know she’s an 
amazing actress and we see her there, we quickly lose ourselves in who she is portraying.  
 
That’s what we want from your book. Your readers will know it’s your book because you we all have 
our unique voice as a writer, however, when your readers enter a Deep POV character, those who 
have mastered this take themselves—the author—out of the equation. There is no author leading 
the character, it is 100% the character leading readers through the story. The character is so 
developed that they are separate from our author.  
 
Do you feel separate from your characters? Have you felt yourself get lost within your character?  
 
That is how we want readers to experience in Deep POV. That is why this layer is all about the 
Emotional Depth of your MC.  
 
Here’s another way to look at this layer: as the author, do not force your agenda on your character. 
 
The key to this layer is focusing on the things they think, feel, and do—and the why behind all of 
those things. Last lesson we explored motive behind the character’s goals, because without a motive, 
there is no way for a reader to connect to a character’s decisions. Understanding a character’s why—
whether that’s for their goals, actions, or emotions—readers are given no choice but to become 
invested in the main character. And thus, the readers believe in this character and they believe 
in who the character is through and through.  
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Homework 
 
For your homework, I want you to complete an exercise to dive into the emotional depth of a 
character. I’m going to give you three character set ups/options and I’d like you to select at least two 
to share as your homework. If you do all three, awesome! Extra credit for you. :P  
 
For this exercise, please keep in mind this is to focus on emotional depth. This does not need to be 
perfect. I’m not trying to see your mastery at Deep POV so far. This is not a skill-sharing moment—
there is no judgement of quality. 
 
In this exercise, I’m solely trying to get you to explore the layers of Emotional Voice while taking 
yourself as the author out of the equation.  
 
To do:  
 

1. Attach yourself to the characters’ emotions.  
2. Explore the three layers of emotion as you write: Thoughts, Feelings, Actions. 
3. Write in first person or third (this exercise might be easier to do in first). 
4. Do not lead the character. Allow the character to lead you.  
5. Keep it short: 1-3 paragraphs per character set up.  
6. Use the GMFS for reference.  

 
Option A  
 
Write the scene of this situation:  
 
Jenny, a 29-year-old female manager of a shop/restaurant has just been accused by her boss 
of stealing money/product from the business.  
 
Jenny’s GMFS:  
Goal: work her butt off/prove herself at the job & save every penny she earns 
Motive: to be able to afford to place her daughter in a special needs school and get the proper care 
she deserves 
Flaw: speaking up/standing up for herself (or for her daughter) has only caused trouble for her: 
she’s been fired from her previous jobs, got her daughter blacklisted with one school, daughter’s 
father left  
Stakes: If she can’t put her daughter in this last option for school for her daughter’s specific needs, 
her daughter will continue to be bullied at school, won’t get the proper care and attention she needs 
to thrive, and both her and her daughter will continue to be ostracized from the community.  
 
Option B 
 
Write the scene of this situation:  
 
Tyler, a 16-year-old male, witnesses another classmate ask his BFF to the Homecoming 
Dance, and his BFF kindly rejects that person, saying they are expecting an ask from 
someone else.  
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Tyler’s GMFS: 
Goal: To ask his long time crush—and also long time best friend—to the Homecoming Dance 
before someone else does (and someone else definitely will).  
Motive: He’s tired of watching his BFF date other people and telling him all about it, when he’s 
been crushing on them since they were 8 years old.  
Flaw: He is afraid of pursuing things he wants in fear they’ll be taken from him, just as they always 
have been/were since he was a kid.  
Stakes: He overheard his parents talking about moving to another state for a job offer, and this is his 
last chance to finally try for what he wants before his whole life is taken from him when they move.  
 
Option C 
 
Write the scene of this situation:  
 
Angel, a 68-year-old (male or female), has just been granted the highest title in the 
company, a title they’ve worked for their entire lives. This promotion comes two days after 
the diagnosis.  
 
Angel’s GMFS: 
Goal: To retire.  
Motive: Their spouse was just given a fatal diagnosis. 
Flaw: Work has always been Angel’s first priority. It came above everything. Angel’s life was 
measured by their success in their career.  
Stakes: They don’t know who they are without work and pursuing their career. This is the last 
chance to spend it with the love of their life/family and they don’t want to miss another moment.  
 
 
 


